Design process and tools for dynamic neuromechanical models and robot controllers.
We present a serial design process with associated tools to select parameter values for a posture and locomotion controller for simulation of a robot. The controller is constructed from dynamic neuron and synapse models and simulated with the open-source neuromechanical simulator AnimatLab 2. Each joint has a central pattern generator (CPG), whose neurons possess persistent sodium channels. The CPG rhythmically inhibits motor neurons that control the servomotor's velocity. Sensory information coordinates the joints in the leg into a cohesive stepping motion. The parameter value design process is intended to run on a desktop computer, and has three steps. First, our tool FEEDBACKDESIGN uses classical control methods to find neural and synaptic parameter values that stably and robustly control servomotor output. This method is fast, testing over 100 parameter value variations per minute. Next, our tool CPGDESIGN generates bifurcation diagrams and phase response curves for the CPG model. This reveals neural and synaptic parameter values that produce robust oscillation cycles, whose phase can be rapidly entrained to sensory feedback. It also designs the synaptic conductance of inter-joint pathways. Finally, to understand sensitivity to parameters and how descending commands affect a leg's stepping motion, our tool SIMSCAN runs batches of neuromechanical simulations with specified parameter values, which is useful for searching the parameter space of a complicated simulation. These design tools are demonstrated on a simulation of a robot, but may be applied to neuromechanical animal models or physical robots as well.